PROJECTS & TECHNIQUES
Product tech – router planes

Using the router plane
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outer planes are absolutely essential
to any hand or electrically powered
workshop. While they aren’t
typically used to create the joinery in a
project by themselves, they are the perfect
accompaniment to fine-tune many joinery
components. For example when trenching
with a mitre saw or electric router to cut a
dado, a high spot can be easily taken down
by a few strokes with a router plane without
the risk of widening the dado through
repeated passes on a machine.
Router planes can clean up after a
shoulder or fillister plane to guarantee an
even depth of cut, can make stopped dadoes
with a uniform depth, can level the floors of
large mortises or slots, can level the cheeks
of tenons, can create uniform grooves for
inlay and can create recesses for patches or
butterfly joints. So, as you can see, they are
a very versatile tool to have.

Cutting a dado

Router planes:
The joiner’s helper

Assorted blade options

Router planes are nothing like their electric
counterparts. Ditch the cord and start
making some very tight fitting joinery, as
Anne Briggs Bohnett explains

Start with a board that is square and true.
Grab a chisel that is the exact thickness of
your stock – in a pinch you can use a chisel
thinner than your stock, but not thicker or
your dado will end up oversized. Mark the
outer edges of your dado with a combination
square and a knife. Deepen your line and
pare it back with a chisel to create a ‘V’ in
which your saw can ride to ensure a perfectly
straight cut.
Use the radius of your thumb to guide
your saw square to the wall of the ‘V’.
Saw to your baseline on both sides, then
chop out the waste stepping along the
dado with your chisel and mallet. Be careful
when chiselling to stay above your baseline;
that last bit will be taken away by the router
plane. If you are cutting a deep dado, take
the waste in several passes with the chisel.
Come in from one side with your chisel bevel
up, go halfway and then come in from the
other side to meet in the middle to remove
the majority of your waste and, at the same
time, reduce the possibilityof blowout on the
front or back of your dado. Use this same
‘meet in the middle’ technique when you use

the router plane and your dado will come
out much cleaner as a result.
If you have a router with a depth gauge,
advance your blade and set the depth
gauge to the final depth of your dado by
checking it against your baseline. Then,
retract your blade so you can take away
a small shaving at a time, advancing the
cut after every few passes until the depth
stop prevents you from advancing the
blade any further, which indicates your
dado is at the desired depth. Some vintage
Stanleys came with a depth rod, which, in
my experience, is more of a hassle than it’s
worth. Newer router planes, like those sold
by Lee Valley and Lie-Nielsen have very
accurate depth stops that make repeatability
a breeze. When you’ve reached your
baseline, test the fit within the dado. If the
mating piece is too wide, its thickness near
the joint can be adjusted with a few strokes
of the plane. I find this far more accurate
than trying to fiddle with the sides of the
dado itself because your dado can go out
of square very easily with one errant pare
of the chisel.

Mark the sides with a combination square and knife

Create a ‘V’ groove for the saw

Chop out the waste

Set the depth

Don’t cross the baseline

Meet in the middle to avoid blowout

Cutting dadoes

Finessing tenons
Mark the thickness of the dado using chisel width

Adjusting grooves

Form and function

Traditional router planes were – and still
can be – made of wood, which had the
advantages of an easily flattened sole
and being light in weight. Their less bulky
cast iron successors, such as the Stanley
No.71 and No.71½ were slightly more
manoeuvrable and offered a blade that could
be easily raised and lowered with greater
accuracy. Many pattern makers modelled
their own fancy versions on the basic Stanley
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design. Stanley still makes the No.71 in the
UK, but the quality pales in comparison to
the early models produced. As time went
on, the japanning from the early models was
replaced with nickel plating, the maple (Acer
saccharum) and beech (Fagus sylvatica)
turned knobs were traded for black painted
knobs, and finally, for composite or plastic
knobs. Buy a quality pre-war router plane
and fix it up nicely or opt for a shiny new tool
produced by Veritas or Lie-Nielsen. The new
router planes offered by boutique makers
are, in my opinion, the best yet. They brag of
an accurate removable fence, a depth stop
that is actually functional and their blade
adjustment mechanisms are far finer than
those of their vintage brothers. They are
also made out of ductile iron, which won’t
shatter if it falls off your bench, and that is
a huge plus for a plane that won’t sit flat on
the bench with its blade advanced. Another
valuable addition to any ’shop is a small
router plane. These are great little tools for
getting into tight spaces and for small work

like hinge mortises. Plus, they are really cute.
There are router planes with open and
closed mouths. In my experience, the
difference isn’t earth shattering. The open
mouth provides more visibility; the closed
mouth provides more stability due to having
a greater surface area in contact with the
wood. Some newer models offer the option
to purchase an attachment that closes the
mouth. Choose whichever option you think
will better suit your projects.

Blades

Blades of many shapes and sizes are
available, but I’ve found I can get by really
well with a 12mm spear point and a 3mm
straight ground blade. If you go the vintage
route like I did initially, save yourself some
heartache and buy new replacement blades.
It takes a lot of careful work to get vintage
blades reground with a proper bevel and a
flat back and since router plane blades take
quite a beating, new steel wears far better
and longer than the old.
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Establish the sides of the dado with the saw
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Adding a butterfly key

If you’ve got a board with a large split, rather
than scrapping it, use a series of butterfly keys
to add variation in design and strength to the
board. I like to use contrasting woods for my
keys, but you can also make a nearly invisible
key or even patch over a knot or bad spot
using this method and a scrap of the same
kind of wood. First, cut your key. This can be
done with a router, a bandsaw, or by hand.
The size, wood selection and even shape
of these keys are totally arbitrary. Use your
key and a pencil or knife to mark the recess
for the repair. If you are trying to stop a
split, make sure your butterfly is placed

with its long grain going perpendicular to
the split, as wood is much stronger along
the grain and thus your key will have much
more holding power. Using a combination
of Forstner bits and chisel work, I clean out
the majority of the waste then use the router
to level the bottom of the recess. Then, I
add glue to the butterfly and the recess and
use a hammer on a solid surface to pound
the butterfly home. When it is fully seated,
the sound of the hammer against the wood
will change. If I’m repairing a split, I like to
add a clamp before inserting the butterfly
lest I accidentally drive the split even further

apart. Keep the clamp on until the glue dries
for good measure. Some people like to cut
thick butterflies and leave them very proud
of the surface to later plane down; some like
thin butterflies that sit shy of the surface so
they can plane the main board down to meet
them. Because the grain of the butterfly is
often perpendicular to the grain of the piece
being repaired, it can pose some finishing
challenges regardless of the method you
choose. I leave mine proud, cut them flush
after the glue is dry, then smooth the whole
area with a very light cut using a scraper
followed by a little sanding.

The components of a good router plane
followed by scrubbing with a nylon brush
and a citrus cleaner. If the metal is fairly
rusty, an overnight soak in white vinegar
should loosen that up. When you’re satisfied
they’re clean, dry all the metal components,
add a coat of paste wax and reassemble.
The wooden knobs can be soaked in oil
overnight, wiped clean and finished with
paste wax or even mounted into bolts in your
drill press, sanded down and refinished using
your favourite technique. I recommend new
blades, but if it comes with an old one, try
your hand at sharpening it. With the whole
plane reassembled, the sole can be flattened
by rubbing it on a known flat surface with
your choice of abrasive, until the wear is
even across the whole sole. Here’s what you
need for a functioning router plane:

Essential features
• A flat sole
• A sharp blade
A good old-fashioned Stanley No.71, ready for 100 more
years of service

Adding a butterfly key

Remove the waste

Level the recess

Clamp the joint tightly

A router is a very simple tool, but it is a real
workhorse in the ’shop. If you run across
a vintage router plane, buy it and try your
hand at restoration. The metal can be
cleaned with dish soap, water and a sponge

Nice to have features –
available on newer planes

• Accurate blade adjustment – not essential,
if your plane doesn’t have an adjuster, you
can use a piece of paper under the plane
to extend the blade and set it
• Depth stop – not essential, but very handy
for accuracy and repeatability

• Removable fence – not essential, but handy
for helping keep the plane square with little
registering surface

Community Toolchest
The Community Toolchest is a project to
inspire people to make things with their
hands. It is intended to get quality tools
into the hands of beginner woodworkers
and to provide instruction and education
in an effort to preserve the traditional craft
of woodworking. Tools donated outright
will be given away at the end of the year
on a scholarship basis to a woodworker
or woodworkers in need. Woodwork
doesn’t have to be a solitary pursuit.
Many influential people in the industry –
tool makers, users and educators – are
contributing tools, time and expertise in
an effort to foster community and to raise
up the next generation of woodworkers.
If you’re interested in taking part in the
rich community that is forming around
this project, join us on Instagram using;
#woodworking #handtoolthursday
#preservetradition or check out www.
anneofalltrades.com or ‘like’ Anne of All
Trades on Facebook F&C

Skill-building project
If you fancy giving your new router skills
a bit of practice, grab a piece of live
edge timber. Plane it square and true
on as many faces as possible – at least
three – and find some contrasting scraps.
I happened to have a piece of maple
firewood for the main component, a piece
of cocobolo (Dalbergia retusa) for the
butterfly and a scrap of walnut (Juglans
spp.) the exact width of my chisel for the
feet. The entire design is arbitrary. Mark
the location you’d like the feet and cut
two dadoes for the feet, as described
earlier. Cut your dadoes slightly skinny so
you can plane the feet down to a perfect
fit. Cut a recess for your butterfly, fit it in
and finish however you choose
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Practise routing skills on a tea board
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